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Annual Report 2020

North Dublin MABS Chair Foreword
It is my pleasure, as Chair of North Dublin MABS, to introduce our Annual Report for 2020. 2020 was
our second full year of operation following a restructuring of the MABS national service in late 2018.
North Dublin MABS was formed by the merging of six local MABS Services, Ballymun, Greater
Blanchardstown, North City, Dublin North East, Finglas Cabra and Fingal. In February 2020, we also
welcomed the MABS National Helpline and Abhaile Voucher Desk to our company.

MABS has a long history and tradition of engaging with communities in a friendly, open and
supportive way. While we continue to explore innovative ways of delivering our services to enable
people to access our service in a manner that suits them, 2020 presented an unprecedented
challenge due to the Covid-19 worldwide pandemic. However, despite a worldwide pandemic not
being on our risk register, North Dublin MABS demonstrated remarkable agility in providing a
comprehensive range of services to our clients, using various social media platforms and other tools.

In responding to challenges presented because of the worldwide pandemic, the Board was very
conscious of our responsibilities to our staff in terms of their personal safety and health. To support
us in our duties, we sourced external expertise to guide and direct us and have implemented all
recommendations.

As a Board of Directors, we were very mindful of our onerous and legal responsibilities and the trust
shown to ensure that we achieved highest standards of governance, by demonstrating appropriate
levels of accountability oversight and transparency. We feel we have achieved this by recruiting in an
open and transparent manner, a Board of Directors that is diverse, that is balanced and that brings a
range of experiences and knowledge to guide the company.

During 2020, we further developed our governance structures and we have achieved this by the
continued work of Board Committees, providing greater oversight and a more detailed examination of
the issues, the policies and the procedures to support the effective delivery of the service. Such
detailed work provides for increased accountability to our funders, CIB, and to the public.

compliance with the Code was achieved in December 2020.
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our work in line with the Charities Regulator’s Governance Code. We are able to report full
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The Board, so ably advised by the Finance Audit and Risk Committee, undertook a detailed review of

During 2020, Rosemary Doherty retired from our Board of Directors. We greatly appreciate her
commitment and wisdom. We were fortunate that our Board was further strengthened by Evelyn
Hempenstall, Paul Kenny, Przemek Kluczenko, Bernie Murphy and Elaine Stephen who joined.

I wish to acknowledge the funding and support provided by Citizen’s Information Board to enable us
to continue our work and support our communities.

The report outlines the mission and values that underline all our work; our key goals and the various
services that we offer to people who are experiencing difficulties in managing very limited budgets.
We meet and support people experiencing significant over-indebtedness, those in mortgage arrears
and people who are being pursued through the court processes. Living with financial difficulties can
cause many people sleepless nights. I know from my own work with the Society of Saint Vincent de
Paul, that MABS complements other keys services and voluntary organisations in the State, to make a
real difference to people’s lives. I am also keenly aware of the impact the public health restrictions
had on citizens being able to vital services, and the increased importance of working in partnership.

I wish to express my appreciation for the commitment and dedication of our Board throughout an
unprecedented year, and to our Regional Manager, Gwen Harris who supported the Board and the
team in North Dublin MABS so ably.

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the hard work and dedication of all the staff in North Dublin MABS who
have adapted so seamlessly to all the challenges 2020 brought to our service delivery and personal
lives.
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Yours truly

A Message from Gwen Harris Regional Manager North Dublin MABS
My message this year must start with a most sincere thank you and recognition to all the staff in
North Dublin MABS. I have always been very proud to lead the team of staff in North Dublin MABS,
but never so proud, as I was in 2020.

In 2020, the world changed considerably for everyone due to the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic
dominated global consciousness and at local level, brought unheard-of new challenges for all services
and our communities. The impact on our citizens was unprecedented and our lives were changing on
sometimes a daily basis. The challenges for North Dublin MABS to reshape and repurpose our delivery
were overcome by the hard work, dedication and willingness of all our staff to think outside our
traditional ways. For our staff members, this meant taking on new processes, designing new delivery
methods and actively trying to reach members of our communities who were now more marginalised
due to public health restrictions.

All staff worked tirelessly, their focus on the goals and values of MABS in all the strangeness of the
times, balancing the impact on their own personal lives, and achieving outcomes that would have
been excellent in any year but were particularly so in 2020.
During 2020, the team in North Dublin MABS grew with the welcome addition of the MABS National
Helpline and The Abhaile Voucher Desk teams. The transition to North Dublin MABS took place in
February 2020, giving the teams very little time to settle before our external world changed. I must
commend the staff on both teams for their openness and focus to ensuring these changes were
seamless and did not impact delivery to the public at all.

During 2020, the Helpline team also worked tirelessly on the development and implementation of a
new client management system. The team had to learn and adapt to the new system while live on
calls and ensuring no impact on their service delivered to all callers. This transition was difficult but
the Helpline team worked exceptionally hard to ensure the change did not affect the clients reaching
out to our Helpline. This change was a challenging one and credit must be given to every member of
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the team who have championed this change.

Throughout this report, we have detailed some of the great work of North Dublin MABS. It is very
hard to capture all our activities; we hope that this report gives a flavour of some of the work of North
Dublin MABS.
North Dublin MABS does not work in our communities in isolation. We work in partnership with many
other groups and agencies, including our funders CIB and other delivery partners, to improve the
quality of life in our local areas. We also work closely with all other MABS Regional companies, MABS
Support and National Travellers MABS. We look forward to continued partnerships and cohesion with
everyone going forward.
As the year came to a close, sadly we lost our dear colleague, Anne
Kilbride (RIP). Anne had worked in our Swords Office for two
decades and loved to take on the world for the most vulnerable in
our community. Anne talked of her love for working in MABS in a
video we made in 2019, where she said ‘What is really good about
working in MABS, is that you can really help people, you can make
a huge difference and you can really help people with their mental
health as you can get a resolution for them, and they can move
on’. Derville Rowland, Director General, referred to Anne’s
comment in a webinar during 2020, stating this encapsulates the
difference MABS makes. May Anne rest in eternal peace.

Finally, on behalf of all the staff, our clients and the communities of north Dublin, I wish to thank
Board of Directors for all their support. Our service delivery excellence is a reflection of the
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commitment of our teams, supported by our equally committed Board of Directors.
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3.3.1 The Mission Statement of the MABS National Helpline ........................................................ 14

1.0 North Dublin Money Advice and Budgeting Service
(MABS) 2020: A Snapshot

22,622 calls
to the MABS
Helpline,
supporting
11,897
clients.

Money
Made Sense
Programme
delivered

32 Debt
Relief
Notices
(DRN)
Processed

26 social
policy
issues
brought for
progression

Compliance
with Charity
Regulator
Code

14 money
management
education
sessions
delivered to
community
groups

Research on
the impact
of Covid on
MABs clients
published
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€563,524.24
discharged
in DRNs
approved

3,166
Vouchers
issued under
the Abhaile
Scheme
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2,886
clients
supported
by our
offices

1.1 MABS Mission Statement
To work towards the elimination of over-indebtedness through the provision of a free, confidential,
independent community and rights based Money Advice and Budgeting Service, which identifies,
supports, educates and empowers those experiencing or at risk of over-indebtedness, especially those
on low income and to use the knowledge and experience gained to bring about policy change.

1.2 North Dublin MABS Values

Equal Access: We will offer free,
independent, impartial, confidential and
non-judgemental money advice services
accessible to all
Focus on quality. We will work to
continually improve our processes,
products and services to meet the
requirements of all our stakeholders. •

Customer service: We are committed
to supporting a professional, impartial
and timely service that is responsive to
people’s needs.
Excellence: We will seek to achieve
superior performance by motivating
our staff to deliver products and
services that exceed objectives, needs
and expectations.

Client Centred

Leadership: We will offer supportive
leadership in our areas of expertise in a
way that benefits everyone
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We will continually listen, reflect and
review our services to ensure that they
are responsive to changing situations
and emerging needs. We will make the
best use of new technologies and
other opportunities

Confidentiality: We will respect and
promote the right to privacy of
individuals.
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1.3 Our Key Goals : MABS National Objectives

2.0 North Dublin MABS
2.1

Company Information

Registered Office:
Auditor:
Company number:
CHY
Registered Charity No:

5 Church Street Finglas Dublin 11 D11XF78
Howlin O’Rourke
629661
22729
20204878.

Office Locations
Ballymun, Blanchardstown, Coolock, Dorset Street, Finglas and Swords
MABS National Helpline is located in Blanchardstown Dublin 15

Board of Directors
Chair
Company Secretary
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director

Nessan Vaughan
Andrew Mullen
Wayne Brooks
William Baldwin
Rosemary Doherty (Resigned June 2020)
Paul Kenny (January 2020)
Evelyn Hempenstall (January 2020)
Elaine Stephen (January 2020)
Bernie Murphy (January 2020)
Przemek Kluczenko (January 2020)

Contact Information
Regional Manager
E-mail:

Gwen Harris
gwen_harris@mabs.ie

Funding 2020
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North Dublin MABS CLG receives core funding from the Citizens Information Board.

2.2

North Dublin MABS Local Catchment
North Dublin MABS provides services to the North
City and County of Dublin. We have locations in
Ballymun, Blanchardstown, Coolock, Dorset Street,
Finglas and Swords.
The span of our catchment brings a broad client
base, with a variety of debts and challenges
presenting. North Dublin MABS offices work closely
together to ensure our communities have equal
access to a MABS service and our specialist services
provided under the Abhaile Scheme and Personal
Insolvency legislation (MABS National Objective 6).

2.2

MABS National Catchment

In February 2020, North Dublin MABS welcomed the teams of the MABS National Helpline and
Abhaile Voucher Desk to the company. Both teams have settled well and have worked hard to ensure
that their services were seamless during the transition to North Dublin MABS.
The MABS National Helpline was established in 2007, and has since been the gateway to the MABS
Service, offering self-help supports, advice and information to all who make contact. The Helpline has
also worked to support MABS offices to date. More information on the work of the MABS National
Helpline is detailed later in this report.

Feedback from a MABS Service to the Helpline
I just wanted to acknowledge the amazing work you both did in relation to our
client. Firstly in relation to Helpline Adviser, recognising the vulnerability of the client
and informing us of this. Your work exemplifies what MABS is about which is a client
centred services and teamwork

Practitioners (PIP). Under Abhaile, citizens may be eligible for a voucher to meet with a PIP, Solicitor
or accountant for advise in relation to their mortgage difficulties.
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on the Abhaile Voucher Desk manages and issues vouchers to MABs Staff and Personal Insolvency
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The Abhaile Voucher Desk supports citizens’ access to the Voucher Scheme under Abhaile. The team

3.0 North Dublin MABS 2020 in Review
3.1

Responding to Covid-19 Pandemic

North Dublin MABS found that during the public health restrictions, contact to our services reduced slightly.
This may be as a result of a number of factors. To ensure the safety of all staff, MABS nationally had to restrict
access to offices at different stages during 2020 in line with public health guidelines.
The required public health restrictions, we know had an impact on many people accessing services and
supports in general, as people were unable to or had a preference to not meet in person. MABS local offices
have traditionally been delivered as a face-to-face service and the restrictions meant nationally MABS had to
implement changes to provide for continued services to the communities we serve. We worked hard to reach
people who needed us and continued to provide our services by phone, email and Zoom.
In addition, the reduction of people contacting MABS may have been because of what had been implemented
by the financial institutions and other creditors. For example, mortgage lenders introduced payment breaks for
people directly impacted financially due to the Covid 19 pandemic. Utility companies also announced new
measures most notably; that they would not be carrying out disconnections. However, North Dublin MABS
were very much aware that people continue to experience financial difficulties and will continue to require
support and need to be able to reach out to us, so we looked at other methods to offer our services.

MABS Facebook Messenger was launched in early April 2020, supported greatly by
our funders CIB. Messenger allows those experiencing financial difficulties reach out to
us in a new way. Visitors to the MABS website are offered a live chat messenger
facility where they can ask their questions privately or indeed they can ask directly
through the MABS Facebook page. The queries are very wide and far-ranging, many from people who were
impacted by Covid-19 and did not know where to turn.
The supports that can be offered via Messenger include arranging an appointment with a money adviser in
their local office, referring the potential client to the helpline, empowering an individual to use the excellent
self-service tools on the MABS website, or directing the person to the correct organisation to address their
issue if it is not a MABS specific issue.

their children, caring for an elderly relative etc, at the same time as all the other day-to-day stuff.
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may be out of work or working from home due to public health guidelines and are perhaps home schooling
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Messenger has also proved to be a great means of communication for busy households, especially those who

The person can leave an initial message and follow up later at their own convenience if more information is
required, unlike a phone call, which requires time to deal with the issue at hand. The messenger platform
enables them to message MABS more discreetly especially if the person is in a vulnerable situation.

Many thanks for your kindness, compassion and attention to detail. Great support
by phone, email and in person…feel more in control of finances, could not have done
it without your help, many thanks.

Online Blogs and Self-Help guides (MABS National Objective 4)
During 2020, MABS nationally worked hard on increasing our social media profile and activity, to bring
information and money management tools to a wider online community. This was particularly important
during the public health restrictions, when many people may have not known where to turn to for assistance
and supports. Staff in North Dublin published a number of ‘blogs’ and self-help guides for people on a wide
range of issues, such as food shopping, working at home and information on financial products to name a few.
The Blogs and guides were published on the MABS Website and social media platforms.

To ensure vital information and guidance was accessible for
people who may have literacy difficulties, short videos were
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created for social media and websites.

Media and Service Promotion
To reach out to as many people as we could who were impacted by the public health restrictions,
North Dublin MABS took to the airwaves as much as we could to explain what MABS could offer by
way of supports and information.

Let’s Talk was a 5 week programme run with Phoenix Radio in
Dublin 15. Each session was 15 minutes discussing a different
topic each week. This included topics such as budgeting, housing
and moving from the Pandemic Unemployment Payment
The sessions were recorded and made available to local and
national radio stations. MABS nationally ran a series with tips
from each recoding and made available on the MABS YouTube
channel.

During 2020, we increased our printed media articles, focusing on tips for citizens and also ensuring that
people who needed support and assistance knew that MABS was still open by phone, email and post. We
focused on articles in the Dublin free newspapers, which are delivered to homes across the city and county of
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Dublin.

3.2

The Money Advice Service Delivery (MABS National Objective 1)

The role of MABS is one of partnership and support to each client. Our role is to help clients to build skills to
design their own budget, to determine their own needs and wants, to support them in protecting a quality of
life and determine disposable income. These steps will help build resilience longer term, empowering citizens
to regain control of their own financial situation. Our process is holistic, we look at the household’s overall
situation to support sustainable change.
During 2020 North Dublin MABS supported 2,886 individuals and households, 1,704 presenting as new
contact. The represented a reduction of 21% on new clients supported during 2019.

3.3

MABS National Helpline

3.3.1 The Mission Statement of the MABS National Helpline
The MABS National Helpline is a free, independent and confidential money advice and budgeting service that
welcomes contact from callers via telephone, email, website or referral from local MABS. The MABS National
Helpline will ensure ease of access to information, advice and support for people in debt or in danger of
slipping into debt by ensuring that callers to the Helpline have access to Helpline Advisers who have the
competencies required to address the issues presented by callers.
The MABS National Helpline continues to be a key channel of service delivery for MABS. Clients contact the
MABS Helpline via telephone, email, the MABS website, messenger or referral from local MABS office.
Following assessment the Helpline Adviser formulates a plan to help the Client address their issues by


Providing support, advice and information



Support through Client Empowerment model



Referral to Money Adviser



Referral to DMA



Referral to Approved Intermediary for DRN



Referral to Personal Insolvency Practitioner to explore Insolvency options

In addition, the MABS Helpline provides support to the MABS offices by


Carrying out assessments where an office is not resourced due to illness, staff shortages, moving, IT
issues etc.
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Dealing with emergencies where possible e.g. threat of utility disconnection
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The extension of the Abhaile scheme and the enhanced role for MABS kept the MABS National Helpline front
and centre as the ‘Gateway to Debt Advice’. This is welcomed as it usually Abhaile advertising campaigns
prompt more people to access our services via the National Helpline. During 2020, the MABS Helpline
continued to operate as normal, with no changes in service delivery

3.4

MABS National Helpline Calls 2020

2019

2020

Calls handled by the MABS Helpline decreased by 8.5% in 2020 when compared to 2019. This may be explained
due to moratoria put in place by utility suppliers and lenders and other Government supports in place for
citizens. However in 2020, August, September and October in particular saw a rise in calls when some of these
solutions were due to end and lockdown eased a little.

3.5

Disconnection Supports and Advocacy

The MABS National Helpline Advisers advocate for callers in relation to disconnections or threat of
disconnections. During 2020, the Helpline contacted the Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) and
Utility Providers at the start of the pandemic to request that disconnections would be suspended during the

CRU with feedback relating to the moratorium on disconnections and the lifting of same and highlighted both
issues and possible solutions.
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CRU to prompt other providers to follow suit. This request was successful. The MABS Helpline provided the
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public health restrictions. Two utility providers engaged initially, and on foot of this, contact was made with the

3.6

Court Mentor Services

In addition to the one to one supports for homeowners in difficulties, MABS also provides a Court
Mentor Service, which is a MABS adviser who attends outside court when the County Registrar is
dealing with repossession cases, to provide support and information to borrowers.
The Court Mentors provides supports to borrowers attending the Courts, by explaining the court
process, where to sit and also offering ongoing support by referrals to MABS offices for borrowers
who may need MABS Services.
In the Dublin courts, MABS National Helpline Advisers provide the Court Mentor Services at all
hearings.
In March 2020, the courts closed to members of the public attending in line with public health
guidelines.

Feedback to MABS Court Mentors from MABS Adviser

Thank you for all your help as you were a very big part in this whole process and
without you being there in the Court she would not have got through this either.
Court mentoring is a success as this case did defy all others, as it was particularly
sensitive …She was so delighted with your help and you looked after her so well
today and this would not have happened today without you being there. So
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remember that too. Knowing we can make a difference gives us hope in our work.

3.6

MABS National Helpline Client feedback

Feedback is something that is vital to the role of all in MABS but especially important for the Helpline who
rarely get to see outcomes for the most vulnerable of our clients. Below are some feedback received in 2020

I would just like to say thank you for being so helpful.... Feels like you gave us a
lifeline and a bit of hope...and also for acting on our behalf so quickly!!! Its means
more than you know.

Thank you so much for the phone chat and the advice earlier today. I phoned the
bank regarding the loan payment days, it will be sorted. …..Thank you also for the
leaflets and self-help materials. I will look at them. And a huge thank you just for
listening. It really means a lot.

Thanks so much for your help and support this evening. You really put my mind at
ease because I couldn’t think straight earlier with panic. Very much appreciated and
I will definitely recommend MABS to everyone that is dealing with Financial
worries/strains after speaking with you.

Many thanks for sending me on all relevant documentation as per telephone
conversation. When dealing with debt it really helps to talk to someone who shows
kindness and empathy towards your situation and I really appreciate the
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professional advice you gave me in a caring non-judgemental fashion. I have filled

3.7

Debt Solutions Available.

Many people who come to MABS are assisted in reaching a voluntary arrangement with their
creditors. MABS has fostered a long term protocol with the Banking and Payment Federation of
Ireland (BPFI) which outlines how borrowers with loans from subscribing BPFI members are to be
treated by those lenders and provides a framework for the BPFI and MABS clients to communicate
with each other about debts. The protocol also provides options for voluntary solutions for borrowers
who may not qualify for statutory options. Statutory solutions are also available under The Personal
Insolvency Act 2012. One of the solutions under this insolvency legislation is a Debt Relief Notice
(DRN), which is available through North Dublin MABS through our role as an Approved Intermediary.
3.8

Approved Intermediary

North Dublin MABS is a registered Approved Intermediary with the Insolvency Service of Ireland. All
offices in the region have staff trained, accredited and approved for the processing of Debt Relief
Notices under the Personal Insolvency Act 2012.
During 2020, 156 Debt Relief Notice appointments were completed. A total of 32 Debt Relief Notices
were issued by court providing for €563,524.24 in debts discharged.
3.9

Mortgage arrears

While MABS has always provided advice on mortgage arrears, MABS now has put in place a network
of Dedicated Mortgage Arrears Advisers (DMAs). DMA’s are located in MABS offices around the
country and act as the first port of call for an applicant to the Abhaile scheme. North Dublin MABS
employs three Dedicated Mortgage Advisers (DMA) who provide high level independent expert advice
to people in difficulty with mortgage arrears.
3.10 The Abhaile Scheme (Abhaile is Irish for home).
The aim of Abhaile is;


To help insolvent mortgage holders who are at risk of losing their homes,



To identify and put in place solutions to their mortgage arrears,



To keep them, wherever possible, in their own homes.

In addition to the DMA Advisers in MABS, to deliver this specialised help nationwide, MABS works in

During 2020, The MABS Voucher Desk issued 3,166 vouchers for clients under the Abhaile Scheme.
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partnership to establish panels of professional advisers with The Insolvency Service of Ireland, the

4.0 Money Management Education
4.1

Money Management in the Communities (MABS National Objective 3)

North Dublin MABS has a statutory remit for money management education, focusing on building
financial capacity. During 2020, 14 Money Management Programmes were delivered with a variety
of community groups in the North Dublin city and county communities. Sessions were also delivered
to groups on a national level such as tenants groups. Sessions focused on managing money, how to
budget and shopping around for utilities and other services. These sessions were in addition to the
sessions delivered under the Financial Capacity Programme, explained below.

4.2

Global Money Week
Global Money Week (GMW) is a worldwide programme that takes
place in March annually. It is an initiative of the Child & Youth
Finance International. The main objective is to help young people
to learn about money matters and how it impacts on their lives.
Countries around the world participate in Global Money Week –
from Europe, America, Asia and Africa. During 2020, in keeping
with public health guidelines, delivery of Global Money week was
online or by supplying information to the students.

4.3

Employee Wellbeing Programmes

During public health restrictions, a number of
employers reached out to MABS requesting
information and financial wellbeing supports for their
employees. We provided information packs including
guides to budgeting, working at home and dealing
with debts. In addition, North Dublin MABS delivered
a number of Money Management Sessions with
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Worker Wellbeing Programmes. Sessions were well-

4.4

Financial Capabilities Programme

Money management education in the MABS context has its roots in community education, with
programmes designed for and with vulnerable and marginalised groups. During 2020 we embarked on
an exciting programme, called Money Made Sense, with the Northside Partnership, TASC and
sponsored by JP Morgan.
Money Made Sense is a FREE programme
designed to build confidence with everyday
financial matters such as:
 How to save on utilities
 Saving and everyday spending
 Family finances and budgeting
 Managing debt
 Saving on household energy
 Available national supports.

The programme includes 8 group training sessions and 4 one-to-one financial coaching with a Money
Adviser from North Dublin MABS. The programme is being delivered in 3 cycles, between 2020 and
2021. During each cycle there are four groups of learners. All sessions to date have been delivered on
Zoom, making it very accessible for people to attend. However, we recognise that for others the digital
delivery may be a barrier and we hope in cycle 3 in 2021 to be able to deliver face-to-face sessions. The
programme is being evaluated on an ongoing basis and it is hoped that this pilot and the evaluation will
illustrate the improvements in participant’s financial wellbeing through education. Feedback received
on Cycle 1 2020 gives a very positive outcome for learners;
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Opened my eyes to unnecessary spending, changed car insurance, utility provider
and paid down my Credit Union loan by 50%, also starting a pension fund.
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I found the course very informative and it provides a lot of information and advice
which in turn helps you re-asses you financial situation and makes you think before
you enter into any kind of debt or financial transaction.

5.0 Working in Partnership with the Communities we Service
MABS National Objective 2 provides for working in partnership with other stakeholders. North Dublin
MABS continued to foster effective networking with other agencies, NGO’s and other community
groups, with a view to a collaborative approach in identifying emerging trends and needs in our
communities. In 2020, we continued to strengthen our community partnerships and expanded our
reach in response to the worldwide pandemic and the impact on citizens. The National Helpline and
offices networked with Aware, Threshold and the Central Credit Section of the Central Bank and many
other services and supports, in a bid to improve collaboration to support our communities impacted
by Covid restrictions and financial impacts. During 2020, North Dublin MABS participated in or
hosted 28 networking events. Some examples of these events below.

College of Psychiatrists of Ireland
North Dublin MABS were invited to deliver a presentation
at a symposium and workshop with the College of
Psychiatrists of Ireland entitled The Monetary Impact of
Mental Illness Conversations that Matter in Signposting.

Our presentation was entitled MABS: How MABS works,
services provided and how they work with those with mental illness & distress. We gave an overview
of the service and explained how the service operates and how it can be accessed, where we are
located, what kind of issues we can be of assistance in and the sorts of supports, information, aid and
advice we provide. We also presented on the MABS Dedicated Mortgage Arrears Adviser, the Abhaile
Scheme and the solutions available to borrowers in mortgage arrears and the supports available to
them through the Abhaile Scheme: vouchers, duty solicitors and court mentors. We were followed by
a presentation by a REFOCUS member and See Change Ambassador who talked about his lived
experience as a MABS service user and described the help he had received from MABS as playing a
key role in his personal Recovery.
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(Note: this event took place before March 2020, no public health guidelines in place)

Community Champions were established to support and inform
local citizens and community organisations through the difficult
time during the pandemic. The Wheel and the Irish Rural link
manage community Champions. North Dublin MABS reached out to
The Wheel offering an information session to the Champions on the
work of MABS and how they could refer people they meet to MABS if they felt support was needed. The
session was delivered via Zoom with time for questions and answers for all who attended. MABS details were
made available on The Wheel website.

North Dublin MABs were invited to present at a virtual event for service
providers organised by ALONE in partnership with the HSE in October 2020. The
event had 63 participants from 23 organisations.
The aims of the event were to learn about and share information on supports being provided by organisations
in our area to assist older people to age well at home during public health restrictions and to consider ways we
can all work together across various sectors to support older people and each other during the worldwide
pandemic. It was a very informative event with a directory of supports detailing all the contact details and
service provided by the participants. A copy of this directory can be found at - Supporting Older People in the
Community Together.

MABs National Helpline were invited to participate in a lunch and
learn session with the Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) in
conjunction with SVP and Alone. Each organisation presented to CRU
staff who work in policy and regulation with a focus on the vulnerable
client and highlighting what CRU could to assist.

During the public health restrictions in 2020, North Dublin MABS worked closely with the Society of Saint
Vincent de Paul, Tusla and other community supports, providing information leaflets, budgeting tools and
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cookbooks which were delivered to families in the communities.

6.0 Community Development (MABS National Objective 5)
To support a process of community development by facilitating the target group to be involved in the
planning and implementation of the service locally to ensure that it is responding effectively to their
needs. Client feedback is obtained through a variety of channels such as interviews, surveys,
questionnaires, and comment cards. North Dublin MABS encourages and reviews all customer
feedback from our clients will help us to gauge the quality of the service that we provide and to help
us continually improve our services to better serve our clients.

Thank you for your reassurance and kind words this morning. They really have
helped to alleviate some of the anxiety around my current debt situation. I did not
have the courage to open the letter from my creditor until you were on the other end
of the phone

Service is great, very welcoming, no judgement, without a doubt if they were not
there I would not know what to do

It was brilliant, feels like a weight has been lifted off our shoulders, we cannot thank
all of your enough for your excellent service

Thank you so much, my PIA successfully went through with MABS assistance all the
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way, myself and my wife can enjoy our golden years without stress or pressure

7.0 Social Policy (National Objective 7)
MABS has a significant role in highlighting the need for social policy changes to improve the client situation.
Social policy development must be led from client casework experience. The MABS Service casework process
provides a rich data source in relation to the population experiencing over-indebtedness and its related social
and financial exclusion dimensions. North Dublin MABS commits to using knowledge and experience gained to
bring about policy change During 2020 North Dublin MABS identified 26 issues of social policy and brought to
the attention of policy makers.

7.1

Research Project on the Impact of Covid on MABS Clients

Social Distancing on the Margins: COVID-19 and Associated Issues for Dublin Region MABS Clients
The impact of Covid-19 for MABS clients living on the margins in Dublin
Covid-19 has changed the way we all work, and this includes the
delivery of the services offered by MABS to the public. National
health guidelines now require remote service delivery by phone or
email. While remote engagement works for many MABS clients who
have adapted well and can use electronic forms of communication,
it can inadvertently marginalise those more accustomed to inperson or 'drop in' access.
In light of these concerns, Dublin South and North Dublin MABS
undertook to investigate how the pandemic has affected MABS
clients in Dublin. The report Social Distancing on the Margins:
COVID-19 & Associated Issues for Dublin Region MABS Clients was
compiled by Stuart Stamp, Research Associate, Department of
Applied Social Studies, Maynooth University. The research was
undertaken from March to June of 2020.

The final report was officially launched in early 2021. While the study focuses on MABS’ clients, the
recommendations are relevant to policy makers, other service providers and advocates, especially those
working to support marginalised and vulnerable communities.
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The full report is available on the website to read COVID_19_MABS_Clients_report29.3.2021.pdf
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9.0 Financial Reports and Auditor’s Statement 2020
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